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A Framework for CAD-Based Oﬄine Depth-Map Preparation
for Automated Assembly Tasks
Arun Dayal Udai1 , and Subir Kumar Saha2

Abstract— This paper presents an intuitive oﬄine
depth-map generation tool that can be applied for any
generic assembly task using industrial robots. Such
depth-maps are commonly required to be generated
for any new robotic assembly in hand. Once the
assembly of the peg and hole is designed in the Computer Aided Design (CAD) platform, the software
framework proposed in this paper is used to generate
the depth-map automatically.

I. Introduction
A two-dimensional array of perpendicular-distance of
a ‘peg’ with respect to its mating ‘hole’, while the peg is
in contact with the surface of hole is termed as ‘depthmap’ or ‘height-map’. Figure 1 shows the depth cy which
is used to generate the depth-map. Such maps are widely
used in industrial applications of robots performing pegin-hole operation [1], [2], robot-based localization [3],
automatic adaptation [4], ﬂexible industrial automation
[5]–[7], oﬄine programming [8], [9], etc. Depth-map is a
proven tool for localization for any peg-in-hole task in
an industrial assembly process. A guaranteed assembly
using analytical and sampled maps was discussed in a
prolix manner by [10] in his thesis in 2006. However, producing analytical depth-map requires painstaking eﬀort
to generate equations for three-dimensional volumetric
intersections for each new assembly [11]. On the other
hand, generating the depth-map by sampling using a
robot takes considerable time if the shapes of the assembly parts are changed [12]. A clue for the usage
of CAD environment for the purpose of generating the
depth-map was given in [10]. With the evolution of
technology, CAD systems have now become inexpensive
and user friendly. This has enabled unskilled or semiskilled users in the industry to work with CAD systems
eﬀortlessly. A wide range of robotic tasks were handled
using CAD systems over last two decades. Robot path
planning for spray painting using CAD-based systems
was reviewed by [5], where tessellated CAD models were
shown to be advantageous for surface spray painting.
On a similar line, a CAD and scanner based robotic
coating system was proposed by [6]. A CAD interface
for the programming of automatic welding robot was
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discussed by [7], where Autodesk AutoCAD DXF ﬁle
was used to extract the design information from the
CAD using simple application. The ability of a CAD
platform like Autodesk Inventor to be accessed by any
programming platform via COM-API interface makes it
possible to rapidly design any new system simulation
[13]. A direct oﬀ-line robot programming via Autodesk
Inventor was proposed in [9], where a Microsoft Visual
Basic programming environment was used to extract
the data from the Autodesk Inventor’s active workspace
containing the part drawing.
In this paper, a framework for oﬄine depth-map preparation using a CAD package, e.g., Autodesk Inventor is
proposed. Autodesk Inventor can be downloaded freely
from [14]. The framework takes CAD assembly model of
a mating peg and hole as input, and generates readable
text data ﬁle containing the depth-map. The proposed
system uses the Microsoft Visual C# .NET platform to
generate the standalone application to communicate with
the Autodesk Inventor having the assembly ﬁle opened.
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A peg is in contact with a hole

The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the
steps required for assembly design in Autodesk Inventor
and organization of the proposed software framework.
Section III will discuss the application of the proposed
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framework for a cylindrical, square and hexagonal pegin-hole assembly and compares it to the depth-map generated, analytically as well as with the existing literature.
Section IV concludes the paper.
II. System Framework
Autodesk Inventor exposes its programming interface
using a binary-interface standard introduced by Microsoft. It is known as Component Object Model (COM).
Inventor supports this inter-process communication and
dynamic object manipulation using various programming
languages through its Application Programming Interface (API). Typically, any programming language that
supports the creation of Dynamic Link Library (DLL),
such as Visual C++ and .NET languages like VB.NET,
C#, etc. can be used. However, in the proposed framework, the server programs to perform diﬀerent graphical
manipulation and data extraction were done using Microsoft Visual C#.NET. The Autodesk Inventor’s API
is available in the form of DLL utility ﬁles, which are
included in the Software Development Kit (SDK). The
SDK comes with standard installation package of Inventor and gets automatically installed when we install
Autodesk Inventor. Figure 2 shows the structure of Autodesk COM-API system. The following subsections will
elaborate diﬀerent aspects of the proposed framework.

VC++

VB.NET

C#.NET

Others

COM-API Interface

needs to suppress these constraints so that the parts, i.e.
the peg, can be moved in all the available directions.
The ﬁnal assembly is shown in Fig. 3, where the bottom
rectangular block has the hole and the top block is the
peg.
B. The software framework
The software program that connects to Autodek Inventor through COM-API is commonly known as ‘AddIn’ [15]. Such program typically begins with a reference
to the API’s DLL ﬁle ‘Autodesk.Inventor.Interop.dll’.
This contains all necessary deﬁnitions of various API
functions to access the properties of the CAD objects.
The properties are required to perform any geometrical
transformation, and to access various status like collision,
etc. The proposed server code connects to Autodesk
Inventor, while the peg-in-hole assembly was opened in
its workspace. This is shown in Listing 1.
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Fig. 2.

Autodesk’s COM-API model

A. Mechanical Assembly in Autodesk Inventor
A simpliﬁed model of the peg-in-hole assembly for
which depth-map is to be generated was considered. For
this, the peg and the hole on a block were generated
separately in the Autodesk Inventor’s part modeling
environment. These parts were imported individually to
the Autodesk Inventor’s assembly environment and the
ﬁnal assembly was generated by applying the constraints.
These constraints are just for representation and visualization purpose. For API programming, however, one
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Listing 1.

Typical C# code to connect to Autodesk Inventor

using Inventor;
namespace PeginHoleAddinforInventor
{
public partial class PeginHoleAddin : Form
{ //Interface definitions
Inventor.Application inventorApplication;
Inventor.AssemblyDocument assemblyDocument;
Inventor.AssemblyComponentDefinition
assemblyComponentDefinition;
//Assembly components definitions
Inventor.ComponentOccurrence HolePlate;
Inventor.ComponentOccurrence Peg;
//Object collection - variable for colliding
objects
Inventor.ObjectCollection partCollectionCollision;
//Routine to connect to Autodesk Inventor
private void cmdAssembly_Click(object sender,
EventArgs e)
{
try
{ //Acquire assembly information
assemblyDocument = (Inventor.AssemblyDocument)
inventorApplication.ActiveDocument;
assemblyComponentDefinition = assemblyDocument
.ComponentDefinition;
//Acquire active parts (indexed objects)
present
HolePlate = (Inventor.ComponentOccurrence)
assemblyComponentDefinition.Occurrences
[1];
Peg = (Inventor.ComponentOccurrence)
assemblyComponentDefinition.Occurrences
[2];
//Set the collision counter to Null
partCollectionCollision = inventorApplication.
TransientObjects.CreateObjectCollection(
null);
//Add the parts to the object collection
partCollectionCollision.Add(HolePlate);
partCollectionCollision.Add(Peg);
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
MessageBox.Show("Unable to connect: ", ex.
Message);
return;
}
}
}
}

In order to have the depth-map of [10], the peg was
provided with a small tilt before the peg starts moving
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Fig. 3.

CAD assembly of a square peg-in-hole with C#GUI in action.

over it while maintaining a continuous contact with
the top surface of the hole. The API supports Add-In’s
with transformation matrices for translation and rotation
of the geometrical parts present in the active Inventor
environment. A sample code in C#.Net to perform translation and rotation of the peg in the Inventor workspace
is shown in Listing 2.
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Listing 2.

C# code for translation and rotation of the peg

//Routine to translate the peg
private void SetTranslate(double MoveX_mm, double
MoveY_mm, double MoveZ_mm)
{ //API accepts distances in Centi-meters only
MoveX_mm = MoveX_mm / 10; MoveY_mm = MoveY_mm / 10;
MoveZ_mm = MoveZ_mm / 10;
//Initial position of the peg
double HoleCentreX = 100, HoleCentreY = 110,
HoleCentreZ = 100;
//Acquire assembly information to the defined
variables
assemblyDocument = (Inventor.AssemblyDocument)
inventorApplication.ActiveDocument;
assemblyComponentDefinition = assemblyDocument.
ComponentDefinition;
//Matrix and Frame definitions for the peg
Matrix MatrixTransformPeg =
assemblyComponentDefinition.Occurrences[2].
Transformation;
Vector TranslationPeg = assemblyComponentDefinition.
Occurrences[2].Transformation.Translation;
TranslationPeg.X = MoveX_mm + HoleCentreX;
TranslationPeg.Y = MoveY_mm + HoleCentreY;
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16

TranslationPeg.Z = MoveZ_mm + HoleCentreZ;
MatrixTransformPeg.SetTranslation(TranslationPeg,
false);
assemblyComponentDefinition.Occurrences[2].
SetTransformWithoutConstraints(
MatrixTransformPeg);
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}
//Routine to rotate (tilt) the peg
private void SetTilt(double Tilt_Angle)
{ //Acquire assembly information to the defined
variables
assemblyDocument = (Inventor.AssemblyDocument)
inventorApplication.ActiveDocument;
assemblyComponentDefinition = assemblyDocument.
ComponentDefinition;
//Frame definitions for peg
Vector XAxisRot, YAxisRot, ZAxisRot;
Point OriginPeg;
Matrix MatrixTransformPeg =
assemblyComponentDefinition.Occurrences[2].
Transformation;
MatrixTransformPeg.GetCoordinateSystem(out OriginPeg
, out XAxisRot, out YAxisRot, out ZAxisRot);
//Convert any input angles to radians for API.
Rotate about X
MatrixTransformPeg.SetToRotation(Tilt_Angle*Math.PI
/180, XAxisRot, OriginPeg);
assemblyComponentDefinition.Occurrences[2].
SetTransformWithoutConstraints(
MatrixTransformPeg);
}

In the proposed framework, the surface containing
the hole lies in the XZ-plane and Y -axis lies verti-
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cal to the surface, as shown in Fig. 3. The Count
property of the object assemblyComponentDefinition.AnalyzeInterference was used to identify if any
collision was detected in the CAD environment or not.
This was invoked with the parameter partCollectionCollision created in the Listing 1. See line 25 of
Listing 1. It was created to check collision of the objects
under study. So, in order to generate the depth-map,
the peg was translated in steps over the surface and for
each step it was lowered till the state of collision was
attained. The coordinate of the peg-center was recorded
into the data-ﬁle when the peg collides with the hole
block. This process was repeated for all the incremental
grid locations at 0.5mm step size over the surface of
the hole block so as to generate the entire depth-map.
The same methodology can be used for any peg-and-hole
combination. Steps to implement the proposed technique
is given in Algorithm II.1 as follows:
Algorithm II.1: Inputs(xM ax , zM ax , ∆x, ∆y, ∆z)

Inventor software. The tool from the API, namely,
inventorApplication.MeasureTools.GetMinimumDistance(HolePlate, Peg) was used to check the

minimum distance between the peg and the hole block.
III. Results and Discussions

In order to validate the data generated by the proposed
framework, a cylindrical peg of diameter 19.0mm was
used with the hole diameter of 19.6mm. The CAD
models of the peg and the hole block were prepared with
the same size as that of an existing experimental setup
shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, a robot is holding the peg using
its gripper and the hole block is lying below. Figure 5
shows a sample depth-map generated when the peg was
tilted with an angle of 10◦ . The steps for increments
along X and Z were taken as 0.5mm and the resolution
for depth along Y was taken as 0.1mm. However, these
increments can be lowered further in order to generate
more dense map.

comment: Algorithm for implementation
START: Peg at the corner of the
bounding box of the desired map region
Use SetTranslate(x, y, z) and SetTilt(Tilt_Angle)
whileM apCreated ̸= T rue
← F alse
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Fig. 4.

Actual Peg-in-Hole setup.

SetTranslate(x, y, z);

END: Map Generated

The depth-map was generated for the area deﬁned by
the bounding box with corners (−xM ax , −zM in ) and
(xM ax , zM ax ). The increments ∆x and ∆z may be chosen
depending on the desired resolution of the depth-map.
The peg was lowered with an increments of ∆y. The
values of increments were dependent on the accuracy of
the depth-map required. The overlaid window on top of
Inventor CAD workspace in Fig. 3 shows the Graphical
User Interface (GUI) developed to interface with the
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Fig. 5.

A sample depth-map for cylindrical peg and hole
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This result is similar to the one which was shown in
[2] and [10] for the cylindrical peg. However, their peg
diameter were diﬀerent, which was 100mm. In order to
validate the accuracy of the depth-map generated with
the proposed framework, a depth-map using analytical
technique as discussed in [16] was generated for the same
set of the peg and hole. Figure 6 shows the plot of the
normal deviation of the generated depth-map compared
with the analytical depth-map. The diﬀerence in the
results is almost negligible in most of the region, thereby
conﬁrming the correctness of the proposed approach.
Steps to generate the diﬀerence map is provided in
Appendix I.
Fig. 7.

Fig. 6.

Depth map for a square peg-in-hole.

Plot of diﬀerences in depth-map

The framework was also used to generate depth-map for
peg and hole of two more shapes, namely, square and
hexagon. This was done to test the applicability of the
proposed framework to more generic shapes. The peg was
rotated ﬁrst about vertical Y − axis by 25◦ , followed
by a tilt of 15◦ about horizontal X − axis, as shown
in Fig. 3. The depth-map was then generated similar to
the cylindrical shaped peg in hole using Algorithm II.1.
Figure 3 shows the CAD setup for the square shape in
Autodesk Inventor. The results are shown in Fig. 7, which
is similar to the one reported by [1] for the square shaped
peg and hole.
For the depth-map generation of a regular hexagonal
shape, which is reported for the ﬁrst time, the edges
were taken as 24mm and 24.5mm, for the peg and hole,
respectively. Figure 8 shows the depth-map for their
relative orientations similar to that of the square pegin-hole shown in Fig. 7, i.e., rotation about Y − axis by
25◦ and tilt about X − axis by 15◦ . For the comparison
of eﬃciency achieved using the proposed framework, experimental depth-map using a cylindrical peg of 19.0mm
diameter having a tilt angle of 10◦ was generated, where
the hole was 19.6mm in diameter. A robotic assembly
was considered using KUKA KR5 Arc robot. This was
compared with the depth map generated using the proposed CAD based framework for the same setup as in
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Fig. 8.

Depth map for a hexagonal peg-in-hole.

the above experimental setup. The overall time taken
for generating the depth-map using real robot was 320
minutes, whereas, using the proposed framework it took
only 15 minutes. The resolution along the axes was taken
as 0.5mm in both the cases. The PC used for the depthmap generation had Intel i7 processor, 2.67 GHz with
4 GB of RAM. This supports our claim of eﬃcient
evaluation of the proposed framework. Figure 9 shows
the plot of the normal deviation of experimental depthmap to those generated using the proposed framework.
A maximum diﬀerence at the peaks was only 0.292mm,
which may be attributed to the compliance present in
the experimental setup that allows undesired sliding of
the peg into the hole when the peg oﬀset is very less.
IV. Conclusions
The paper proposed a framework for the generation of
depth-map for any pair of mating parts, e.g., cylindrical,
square, hexagon, etc. Depth-maps for a cylindrical and a
square peg-in-hole case were compared with the existing
literature, whereas the hexagon shape was produced
to demonstrate a diﬀerent shape. Such a generic tool
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• Generate the color plot.
Due to space limitation complete description is not included here, but a detailed video for the above steps can
be seen at [18].

References

Fig. 9.
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Plot for the diﬀerence in depth map with experimental

has not been reported earlier in the literature and is
considered here as the main contribution of this paper.
Such maps are useful for industrial assembly tasks using
dynamic coordinate measuring via robot controller or
otherwise, while the assembly is in progress. The methodology to generate the depth-maps reported in this paper
is also useful for automatic adaptation, ﬂexible industrial
automation, oﬄine programming, robotic localization,
etc. The examples presented in this paper may be downloaded from [17].
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Appendix I
Comparison of two depth-maps
A depth-map basically contains the coordinates of
the peg center with respect to the hole center when
a contact is established. This can be visualized in any
cloud points handling software, say, using Meshlab or
FreeCAD, which are free tools for such visualization.
A professional software package called Imageware was
used here for comparing depth-maps prepared using
the proposed CAD-based technique and using analytical technique. Following are the steps to perform such
analysis:
• Import analytical cloud points.
• Generate planar cloud proﬁles using parallel cloud
cross-section tool.
• Fit curves on the planar cloud proﬁles.
• Reduce the knots on the curve and make the curves
compatible for surface generation.
• Generate loft surface using the curve set.
• Import the generated cloud points in the same
reference frame.
• Use surface to cloud diﬀerence measuring tool.
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